This paper mainly presented a good simple and multi-linear regression model of verbs in the Quran book. This model, gives an analysis for the influence to frequency of words with the form (-un, ‫)---ون‬ made by the frequency of plural present verbs (t-un, ‫)ت---ون‬ or (y-un, ‫,)ي---ون‬ and models, and the relationship between independent variables and dependent variable by fitting a linear equation to the observed data with simple linear regression model. The matlab function is used for finding the parameters of the linear regression model and plotting the fits. The results show that the parameters of the model are one vector (1, 1) and mean of dataset is (6, 7). Its corresponding to the verb with input is frequency of the verb they enter and the frequency of enter (yadkolun ‫ﯾﺪﺧﻠﻮن‬ ، ‫دﺧﻠﻮن‬ dakilun), also other 17 points exist in the line and in the dataset of 387 verbs and their derivate verbs in Quran. The name of Allah ‫)ﷲ(‬ showed when we use tree variables and plot it in 3D with option "Show Text" for a multi regression model.
Introduction
The scripture of the Quran has been subjected to various intense mathematically based studies to reveal the protection mechanisms embedded in the composition of the Quran and to provide evidence of its credibility, authenticity and divinity see for instance [1] [2] .
Therefore, the development of the mathematical theory has been highly moti- The goodness 2 R of fit is defined as
Matrix Form of Multiple Regression
Regression models with one dependent variable and more than one independent variable are called multi-linear regression (see for instance [6] ).
Multivariate regression analysis model is formulated as in the following: 
is the matrix consisting of a column of ones and p column vectors of the observations on the independent variables, the form of X is
is the vector of parameters to be estimated,
is the vector of random errors,
The vector α is a vector of unknown constants to be estimated from the da-
The normal equations [7] are written as
If T X X has an inverse, then the unique solution of normal equations given by ( ) ( )
The vector Ŷ of estimated means of the dependent variable Y for the values of the independent variables 1 , , n X X  in the dataset is computed as ˆŶ Xα = .
However, to express Ŷ as a linear function of Y. Thus,
Model and Numerical Results

Definition of Variables
In this section we conceder the following integer variables: However, the dataset are given in Table 1 . Also in the Figure 2 , we show the name of Allah in Arabic ‫.ﷲ‬ A. E. Mouatasim
Simple Linear Regression Model of Verbs
